Compatible video camera capturing the whole flight experience in sight and even better. The PMA450A has an optional PS Streamer™ Bluetooth® capabilities have been added to make the already very capable audio panel even more non-gendered there is no up or down - making it very easy to connect with any Bluetooth® enable audio devices. The PMA450A has an optional PS Streamer™ Bluetooth® module - for streaming selectable cockpit audio signals that can include just the radios or everything the pilot hears, to a device such as a compatible video camera capturing the whole flight experience in sight and sound.

The PMA450B is the next step in connectivity, with more Bluetooth® capabilities than any other audio panel available today. When combined with PS Engineering’s innovative approach to audio control, this user friendly PMA450B gives more of what the pilot wants from their audio panel, the central nervous system of their avionics suite. This 3rd generation PMA450 has two completely independent Bluetooth® modules, giving unprecedented connectivity capabilities. The PMA450B has the ability to work like no other panel available. Stream to a digital video camera, hear Foreflight® alerts, make a phone call to ATC for your IFR clearance, you might even listen to your favorite tunes once in a while. PMA450B also adds flightmatics. This integrated audio alert system gives the pilot the ability to hear alerts related to aircraft conditions.

The PMA450A raises the bar for audio control capabilities with a larger enhanced display and an easy to read white text on black Organic Light Emitting Display (OLED). Since it is bigger, the USB charging port has gotten smaller and more powerful. The USB-C standard connector is capable of providing 120 milliwatts (mW) into general aviation headphones. The audio amplifier is capable of providing 120 milliwatts (mW) into general aviation headphones. One characteristic of an intelligently designed display is the ability to work like no other panel available. Stream to a digital video camera, hear Foreflight® alerts, make a phone call to ATC for your IFR clearance, you might even listen to your favorite tunes once in a while.

PS ENGINEERING AUDIO PANELS

PMA6000B AUDIO PANEL

The PMA6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom available with or without marker beacon receiver. The PMA6000B holds both FAA TSO as well as EASA ETSO and was designed to be made easier to install because of a single 44-pin Sub-D connector. PS Engineering has revolutionized audio control in general aviation airplanes. At that time, the original PMA6000 took the audio panel from a collection of switches added as an afterthought, to a multi-talented inter-system focal point for cockpit audio.

Capabilities:
- Built-in 4 place mono intercom PS Engineering’s “Set-it and Forget-it” manual VOX • Optional built-in marker beacon receiver • Split mode for dual audio capability • 2 - Com Capability • 3 - Intercom isolation modes - Pilot, Isolate, All, and Crew • 2 - Music inputs with SoftMute™ • 2 - Unswitched inputs • 6 - Switched inputs • A patented “swap” function allows selection of Com 1 or Com 2 from remote push-button • Fail-safe failure mode is a key safety feature of the PMA6000 in the case of an outage • Uses a single 44-pin connector making installation easier.

PS ENGINEERING ACCESSORIES

PMA7000B/7000H/7000M AUDIO PANEL

PMA 7000B Audio Panel………………………….. $2,395.00
PMA 7000H Audio Panel………………………….. $2,395.00
PMA 7000M Audio Panel………………………….. $2,395.00
PMA 7004H-CVR…………………………………… $2,395.00
PMA 7004H-OPF w/ Marker Beacon……….. $2,395.00
PMA 7000B-OPF w/ Marker Beacon……….. $2,395.00
PMA 7000B Bluetooth/Marker Beacon……………….. $2,395.00
PMA 7000H Bluetooth/Marker Beacon……………….. $2,395.00
PMA 7000M Bluetooth/Marker Beacon……………….. $2,395.00

PMA 7000B/7000H/7000M AUDIO PANEL

PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom with marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom w/o marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 2 Place Wire Harness
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 4 Place Wire Harness

PMA 6000B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom with marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom w/o marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 2 Place Wire Harness
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 4 Place Wire Harness

PMA 450A AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450A raises the bar for audio control capabilities with a larger enhanced display and an easy to read white text on black Organic Light Emitting Display (OLED). Since it is bigger, the USB charging port has gotten smaller and more powerful. The USB-C standard connector is capable of providing 120 milliwatts (mW) into general aviation headphones. The audio amplifier is capable of providing 120 milliwatts (mW) into general aviation headphones. The audio amplifier is capable of providing 120 milliwatts (mW) into general aviation headphones. The audio amplifier is capable of providing 120 milliwatts (mW) into general aviation headphones. One characteristic of an intelligently designed display is the ability to work like no other panel available. Stream to a digital video camera, hear Foreflight® alerts, make a phone call to ATC for your IFR clearance, you might even listen to your favorite tunes once in a while.

The PMA450A has an optional PS Streamer™ Bluetooth® module - for streaming selectable cockpit audio signals that can include just the radios or everything the pilot hears, to a device such as a compatible video camera capturing the whole flight experience in sight and sound.

The PMA450B is the next step in connectivity, with more Bluetooth® capabilities than any other audio panel available today. When combined with PS Engineering’s innovative approach to audio control, this user friendly PMA450B gives more of what the pilot wants from their audio panel, the central nervous system of their avionics suite. This 3rd generation PMA450 has two completely independent Bluetooth® modules, giving unprecedented connectivity capabilities. The PMA450B has the ability to work like no other panel available. Stream to a digital video camera, hear Foreflight® alerts, make a phone call to ATC for your IFR clearance, you might even listen to your favorite tunes once in a while. PMA450B also adds flightmatics. This integrated audio alert system gives the pilot the ability to hear alerts related to aircraft conditions.

PMA 450B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450B Without BT2
PMA 450B Without Marker Beacon
PMA 450B With Marker Beacon

PMA 450B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450B With BT2
PMA 450B With Marker Beacon
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Price Subject to Change Without Notice

FAA TSO’d for certified aircraft • 4-place stereo IntelliVox® intercom, a 10 Watt Speaker Amplifier, and accesses a 2280 channel VHF aviation radio. (Selectable 8.33KHz) • Bluetooth capable. Pairing of phones or Bluetooth® capable audio devices is easily achieved for wireless entertainment. • Features automatic radio squelch which assures that the radio tripping level is always optimally set. • Two different inputs and two types music distribution. The standard configuration allows music 1 (or Bluetooth®) to go to the crew while the passengers hear music 2. The other selection allows music 1 (or Bluetooth®) to go to all headsets. • Monitor Mode allows the pilot to hear the Active and Standby frequencies at the same time. • Up to 5 discrete radio frequencies can be stored in non-volatile memory for quick dial up. • Features fully independent power supplies in case one can power up the radio or audio panel individually. • The PAR200A uses the same tray and connects to the GMA240, GMA340, GMA6000 series. However, there is additional wiring that is required to replace the Com Rcvr in the audio panel.

PAC 24 AUDIO PANEL/INTERCOM PANEL

PMA 450B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450B Without BT2
PMA 450B Without Marker Beacon
PMA 450B With BT2
PMA 450B With Marker Beacon

PMA 6000B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom with marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom w/o marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 2 Place Wire Harness
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 4 Place Wire Harness

PMA 6000B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom with marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom w/o marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 2 Place Wire Harness
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 4 Place Wire Harness

PMA 450A AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450A 6 Place Enhanced Audio Selector Panel
PMA 450A 6 Place Enhanced Audio Selector Panel with PS Streamer

PMA 450B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450B Without BT2
PMA 450B Without Marker Beacon
PMA 450B With BT2
PMA 450B With Marker Beacon

PMA 6000B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom with marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom w/o marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 2 Place Wire Harness
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 4 Place Wire Harness

PMA 450A AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450A 6 Place Enhanced Audio Selector Panel
PMA 450A 6 Place Enhanced Audio Selector Panel with PS Streamer

PMA 450B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450B Without BT2
PMA 450B Without Marker Beacon
PMA 450B With BT2
PMA 450B With Marker Beacon

PMA 6000B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom with marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom w/o marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 2 Place Wire Harness
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 4 Place Wire Harness

PMA 450A AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450A 6 Place Enhanced Audio Selector Panel
PMA 450A 6 Place Enhanced Audio Selector Panel with PS Streamer

PMA 450B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450B Without BT2
PMA 450B Without Marker Beacon
PMA 450B With BT2
PMA 450B With Marker Beacon

PMA 6000B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom with marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000B Audio Panel w/4-place mono intercom w/o marker beacon receiver
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 2 Place Wire Harness
PMA 6000 Audio Panel 4 Place Wire Harness

PMA 450A AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450A 6 Place Enhanced Audio Selector Panel
PMA 450A 6 Place Enhanced Audio Selector Panel with PS Streamer

PMA 450B AUDIO PANEL

PMA 450B Without BT2
PMA 450B Without Marker Beacon